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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus are provided for sensing hvo- 
dimensional identification marks provided on a substrate or 
embedded within a substrate below a surface of the sub- 
strate. Micropower impulse radar is used to transmit a high 
risetime, short duration pulse to a focussed radar target area 
of the substrate having the two dimensional identification 
marks. The method further includes the steps of listening for 
radar echoes returned from the identification marks during a 
short listening period window occuning a predetermined 
time after transmission of the radar pulse. If radar echoes are 
detected, an image processing step is carried out. If no radar 
echoes are detected, the method further includes sequen- 
tially transmitting further high risetime, short duration 
pulses, and listening for radar echoes from each of said 
further pulses after different elapsed times for each of the 
further pulses until radar echoes are detected. When radar 
echoes are detected, data based on the detected echoes is 
processed to produce an image of the identification marks. 

18 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR READING 
TWO DIMENSIONAL IDENTIFICATION 
SYMBOLS USING RADAR TECHNIQUES 

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 

substrate. The sensing mechanism is based on illumination, 
whether natural or induced, of one symbol to make the 
image of the symbol optically apparent to the scanner. Thus, 
these scanning methods are not suitable for invisible surface 

=, marks or subsurface marks which cannot be made visible 
without stimulation, e.g., UV ink. 

cation marks or symbols involves the use of methods such 
as label application, ink jet printing, machine engraving, 

, ,, laser etching, micro-abrasive blast, micro-machining and 

This invention was made by an employee of the United 

purposes without the 
States Government and may be manufactured and used by or The standard method for products with identifi- 
fc,r the for 
payment of royalties. 

1" 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION dot peeningrThese methods produce marks that are visible 
and must be read by optical devices, primarily lasers, CCDs 
and CMOS. This approach limits the location of a product 
identifier to the surface of the product. 

In dis~bution and logistics applications there are usually 
ucts or parts, based on coded symbols (e.&, bar codes) l5 many products packed ir. a container for efficient transpor- 
carried by the products or parts. tation. These containers can be made of cardboard, wood or 

2. Background of the Invention other materials. With standard marking afid scanning 
Technological advmcements in ~e mas af autoxatic methods, labels on the outside of the container provide the 

identification have reached a point in their development only identification markings for determining the contents of 
20 the container without opening the container for examination. where a near paperless manufacturing, configuration and Further, labels fall off and get damaged. distribution system is achievable. The central element sup- In many applications where products have foam porting this near paperless system is the software by which coverings, laminants and multi-layer features, optical meth- products or inventory are accounted and tracked. This soft- ods are limited to surface identification and are not capable 

w;ue exists in various forms (such as the very maiure MRP 25 of interrogahg surface identification marks that have been 
II:1 and in general, these variations are application depen- Accordingly, there is no opportunity in these appli- 
dent. A manufacturing operation relies on such a system for cations for latent v&dation of the configuration opti- 
hventory control, product routing, and decision support for cal device. 
timely purchasing to fill a bill of materials for production 

SUMMARY OF THE 1NVE"ION planning. Similar software exists for tracking inventory 3o 
through a logistics or property system, and the popularity of Generally speaking, the invention involves the use of 
configuration management, a requirement Once relegated to radar to detect and image two dimensional identification 
the aerospace industry, is growing in the commercial sector. marks or symbols for both surface and subsurface condi- 

The current method used for interfacing with inventory tions* 
and configuration management systems usually invoives a 32 A c c a ' b Z  to a first aspect of the invention- a method is 
mixture of manual and automated data entry. Such auto- '* provided for sensing two-dimensional identification marks 
mated data entry commonly uses bar codes. These bar codes Provided on Or Within a substrate in such a m m e r  that the 
typically are printed on adhesive backed paper labels which marks Can be differentiated by radar from the substrate, the 
are attached to the product, on the product labels, or on the method comprising: transmitting a radar Pulse to a target 
product container. In grocery stores and similar consumer 40 area of the substrate Provided With the two dimensional 
outlets, the bar code is a part of the label and identifies the identification marks, detecting radar echoes from the target 
product to the computer through the use of a scanner which area Produced by radar reflection from the identification 
scims the bar code. Inventory records are adjusted when an marks in resP6-e to the radar Pulse; and Processing data 
item is sold. The product can be tracked through its life cycle based on'the echoes to produce an image Of the identification 
to point of sale if necessary, by use of the bar code printed 45 m~ks.  
on the label. However, many other consumer outlets, such as In an embodiment' where the identification marks are 
those selling automotive parts, lose the F;odUCt identifica- embedded-& the substrate .and in other applications, the 
tion when the product and its container are$eparated. There radar p W . . k  Feferably transmitted.irlto the substrate wing 
is 130 matching machine-readable identifier marked penna- microwavehpdse radar, and any echoes.that.are returned 
nently on the surface of the product or embedded in the 50 after a'ptsdetenphed h e .  after, transmission of said radar 
product for tracking the product through iq life cycle or for pulse e* ;dett$ed. In this embodiment. &series of radar 
use, in latent validation of configuration. pulses are transmitted into the substrate at'different signal 

sional symbol on a product generally involve the use of laser r e m  .al"'Sil$s depth COmesPonding to the . .  distance to 
or optical devices. Typical two dimensional symbols are 55 identificaflan WlU is ,received.: 
dis,cussed below and include two basic types, tiered or In anotherembo&nent, the identification marks and the 
stacked bar codes and matrix symbols. Mo$ of the methods substrate are of different densities and the radar echoes are 
used for scanning the stacked bar code versions of the two detected based on the density of the.identification marks. 
dimensional symbology family are laser based. The laser is In yet another embodiment, the identification marks and 
best suited to scanning on matte finish labels or paper 60 the substrate are made of ,materials having different radar 
surfaces. The scanners for the ma% versions of the sym- reflection characte.nstics, and the radar echoes are detected 
bology family are camera ba$ed, usudlly a charged coupled based on radar reflection characteristics of the identification 
device (CCD) or CMOS. Use of the CCD is the preferred marks. 
method for scanning symbols that have been applied directly Advantageously, the identification marks comprise a two 
to the substrate of a product. 65 dimensional matrix symbol, although other two dimensional 

These scanning methods achieve their scanning function marks or symbols such as tiered or stacked bar codes can 
by optically imaging those marks which are visible on the also be used. 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to automatic identification 

systems and methods such are used in identifying prod- 

' ' ' ' 

'me methods cllrrently being used to imge  a two &en- depths b ~ e d  on the ti'&ng of a&' echo returns, until an echo 
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In accordance with a further aspect of the invention, an corresponding to the time period set, can be adjusted to be 
apparatus or system is provided for identifying radar reflec- between a few inches and up to 200 feet or more. It is also 
tive or radar absorptive machine-readable identification noted that conventional radar pulses are typical hundreds or 
marks on a substrate, the apparatus comprising: a even thousands Of  feet wide and thus produce images with 
micropower impulse radar imager means for transmitting 5 limited resolution, The pulses of the MIR imager or array 10 
radar pulses to a targel area including the identification produce a large burst of monocycle signals, including small 
marks and for receiving returned radar energy; converter which are Only a few inches wide. The amounts Of 

for convedg the returned radar energy into infor- radar pulse is preferably projected from a silicon gemsanian 
microchip about the size of a pinhead which sends out 40 
million radio pulses per second as part of a microcycle wave. 

In general, MIR systems use radar modules arranged in an 
array. Each module performs individually in looking for the 
proper signal depth, Le., the depth corresponding to the 
correct distance to the target. In FIG. 1, a radar module is 
formed by a radar transmitter 12 which ammiw the short, 

l5 sharp pulses discussed above and a radar receiver 14 which 
receives the reflected radar energy or echo when the signal 
depth is correct. A computer 16 collects the data from each 
Pass of the MIR may 10 and PrOCeS*S the data into an 
image. The output from may 10 is presented in a disital 

one 20 format, after being converted to such a format by a converter 
17. as necessary, so as to enable the image of an identifi- 
cation mark or symbol as to be decoded. The returned radar 
energy can be smpled and stored in memory in computer 16 
prior to conversion to video signals. The stored signals can 

then converted to 
video signals or images. A display unit 18 can be used to 
display the image in human-readable form. The stored 
signals can be decoded to produce a signal train represen- 
tation of the identification marks which can be converted 

3o into an ASClI string.for display by display unit 18. The 
ability of MIR to focus the radar target area and depth of 

Referring to FIG. 1, a highly schematic representation is investigation results in a simplified system that is inexpen- 
sive enough to enable use thereof in reading two dimen- 

method of the invention. The system of FIG. 1 uses a The entire unit incllding MIR array 15, 

denoted M, which, this example, are embedded in prod- cTn be within a miniaturized or housing 
ucts Or Pm by a conveyor c. MIR systems are indicated schematically at 19. The transmitted radar signal 
Conventional P r  se and are fully described in Prior art (see, preferably contains discrete frequency components gener- 
e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,641,317; 4,743,906; 4,817457; 4,979, ally below noise level and not discernable by conventional 
186; and 5,363,108, issued to Fullerton and Phillips). MlR 40 radio receiving equipment. 
systems transmit radar energy in a form known as Gaussian Although 'an M R  system i s  the preferred system for 
Monocycle Waves. Waves Of this type differ from typical carrying out the method of the invention, other radar includ- 
radio waves in that the former is transnritted in a burst ing ground penepating radar (GRP) can be used in some 
format containing a multiplicity of different radio channels. applications. 
Each individual channel contains a single weak radio signal 45 In addition, although an embedded identification mark or 
of a very short duration (about a trillionth of a second). The symbol is shown in FIG. 1, it is to be understood that radar 
receiver includes a special timer progranuned ta rapidly can also be used when the two dimensional symbol of 
assemble the signals in each channe! and to reconstmct the interest is to be raised relative to the substrate or is of a 
siflals as an image. Because the radio burst is so large, the dzerent density than the surrounding background or sub- 
burst can easily carry the large amounts of data contained in 50 strate. Further, radar is more sensitive to some materials than 
high-density machiae-readable symbols or identification others because some materials have the capability of pro- 
marks. The high speed. of the waves ensures that no channel ducing better radar echoes than others, and thus such radar 
is ever flooded, allowing a vast number of broadcasters ta sensitive materials can also be used in creating the identi- 
transmit over the same chamel withoct interference. fication marks or symbols. 

There a, of cause, a number of conventional marking 
as well as most other forms of radar which send out a signal techniques for applying identification symbols permanently 
and listen to every echo from that signal and interpret echoes to the surface of the product or part or for embedding the 
coming from all distances, MIR systems listen only to those symbol within the part. Such conventional techniques will 
signals coming from a predetermined distance away or from change or can be made to change, the substrate sufficiently 
a predetermined depth. This is done by transmitting a short 60 to permit remote. detection of the symbol by radar to be 
duration, sharp (high risetime) pulse, waiting a preselected, effective. other conventional marking techniques can be 
precisely determined period of time, and watching for a used to deposit a material that is Merent enough from the 
radar echo withii a short, precisely determined time window substrate to be remotely sensed. Further, the symbol, 
at the end of the time period. If no echo anives during this whether composed of a different material or of the same 
&e window, the target is either too close or too far away 65 material with a different density, can also be embedded in the 
and the depth of scan is then adjusted until an echo is part, and still permit remote radar sensing to capture the 
received. The depth of scan, i.e., the distance to the target irmge thereof. 

mation signals; computer means for analyzing the informa- 
tion signals to determine the information contained in the IO 
identification marks; and display means for displaying rhe 
information so obtained in a human-readable format. 

Further features and advantages Of the Present invention 
wiu be set forth in, or apparent from, the detailed description 
of preferred embodiments thereof which follows. 

BRZEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a highly schematic block diagram representation 
of a radar system in accordance with a preferred embodi- 

preferred embodiment of the method of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of a conventional two dimcxsional 

matrix symbol which can be used as the two dimensional 
identification marks or symbols detected by the method of ,5 then be later retrieved from memory 
the invention; and 

matrix symbol of FIG. 2. 

of the invent,on which can be used in canyhg 

FIG. 3 is a plan view of an alternative embodiment of the 

DESCRWCION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

provided of a preferred mlar system for carrying Out the siond markx or symb& in many applications. 

micropower impulse radar (MIR) lo to detect mark% 35 compter 16 and display unit 1% can be made quite small md 

In contrast to even more basic conventional radar systems 55 
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The basic identification symbols or marks themselves, a safe alternative to imaging subsurface symbols. AS 
i.e., their shapes and layouts, are also conventional. As opposed to ultrasonic and eddy current systems, contact with 
indicated above, such symbols are generally classified in the the part is not needed. Although radar shares an advantage 
automatic identification field as two dimensional symbols. with infrared and capacitance techniques in that all three can 
Such symbols include matrix codes and their derivatives and 5 image a symbol in the dark and without Contact, radar does 
stacked bar codes. not depend on specific dielectric constants or emissivities to 

perform its function. The material of the identification marks Referring to FIG. 2, the basic elements of a conventional being targeted need only to be different enough from the 
matrix code are shown. The basic matrix data format is background or 
based on binary units referred to as data cells which are with a material either a black or filled square or a mark (“on”) having a value 10 with high echo potential can be detected with radar at a 

the opposite binary value of “0”. A binary “1” (on) data cell invention can be used as a location technique as well as an 
i!; indicated in FIG. 2 by the filled in box at u) while a binary identification technique. 
“0” (of) data cell is indicated by the empty box at 22. The It is noted that the same imaging device can be used to 
niatrix includes a data frame 24 of “on” cells surrounded by 15 read surface marks as well as marks below the surface of a 
a quiet Zone Of “Off’ Cells. The quiet Zone generally has a product or matching marks within a container. This can be 
width of at least one data cell in each direction. The interior carried SO far as to identify objects in another room bough  
data field inside of frame 24 is indicated at 26 in FIG. 2 and the rwm wall or on the other side of a structure, by imaging 
the exterior data field or quiet zone outside of frame 24 is the symbol bough that wall or structure. 
indicated at 28. This is the basic Vericode symbol which is 2o one further advantage of radar is that radar enables 
described h U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,924,078 and 4,972,475, which imaging subsurface symbols in motion. This signal rate and 
are hereby incorporated by reference. An alternative format echo determination rate is much faster than other subsurface 
of the Vericode symbol, using dots 30 and blank spac:es 32, techniques. Thus the invention can be used to inventow 
is shown in FIG. 3. parts moving at high speed or even track carriers in transit. 

Radar can be used not only to image the identification 
dimensional symbols that can be used. Examples include marks of an object, but also to determine the exact distance 
matrix symbols with two sides open such as Data Matrix by between the imager and the target. This has applications in 
Acuity CiMatrix (formerly ID Matrix) and CP Code by CP the defense industry. As radar is not sensitive to vapors or 
Ron, INC, or where all sides are open such as the Snowflake thermal layers, targets can be found in the dark at night and 
wde by Electronic Automation of Hull, England, as well as 30 in other low visibility situations where detection of such 
matrix codes wherein the code is read from the inside out targets by humans and optical devices would fail. 
stlch as the Aztec Code by Welch Allen, the Maxicode by Although the invention has been described above in 
U P S  and Code 1 by Laser Light Systems. squares, Circles relation to preferred embodiments thereof, it will be under- 
and other shapes are used for OnentatiOIl. It will be under- 35 stood by those skilled in the that variations and modifi- 
stood that in addition to the squares shown in FIG. 3 matrix &ons can be effected in these preferred embodiments 
codes can also be formed by round (FIG. 31, hexagonal or without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. 
other geometrically shaped data cells arranged in some type What is claimed is: 
of matrix format. Data Matrix is described in U.S. Pat. No. 1. A method for sensing coded, passive, two-dimensional 
4,939,354. 4o identification marks provided on or within a substrate in 

Although a simple linear bar code has only one dimension such a manner that the marks can be differentiated by radar 
(in the direction of the data string), slices of these bar codes from the substrate, said method comprising: 
can be taken which are stacked or tiered. Such tiering transmitting a radar pulse to a target area of the substrate 
produces a symbol having more than one dimension. In provided with the passive two dimensional identifica- 
conventional use of such tiered bar codes, the bar code is 45 tion marks; 
scanned along the Y-axis to collect the information indi- detecting radar echoes from the said target area produced 
vidual to the symbol and the stack is scanned along the by radar reflection from said identification marks in 
Y-axis to capture the complete information file included in response to said radar pulse; 

we on the market today include Code 16K, Softstrip, 5o of said identification marks; and 
PDF417, Code 49 and CodaBlock. 

The machine-readable symbol can also comprise a string in claim 1 said identifi- 
O F  optical character recognition (OCR) symbols. cation marks are embedded in the substrate, said radar pulse 

There are a number of advantages plovided by using the is transmitted into the substrate using microwave impulse 
radar techniques of the invention for the imaging of two 55 radar, a d  any echoes that are returned after a predetermined 
dimensional symbols on substrates as well as below the time after transmission of said radar pulse are detected. 
surfaces of such substrates. The first and most significant 3. A method as claimed in claim 2 wherein a series of 
advantage over prior art is that radar is not limited to reading radar pulses are transmitted into the substrate at different 
fIom the surface of the part. As discussed above, laser signal depths based on the timing of echo returns, until an 
scanners and optical readers are surface readers, designed 60 echo r e m  at a signal depth corresponding to the distance 
for labels and substrate marks having a well defined contrast 
between the identification marks and the background or 4. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said identifi- 
substrate. cation marks and said substrate are of different densities and 

Below surface marking has a wide range of applications. said radar echoes are detected based on the density of the 
Some of these include defense, aerospace, automotive and 65 identification marks. 
bansportation, electronics, security, commercial sales and 5. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said identifi- 
distribution, and biomedical. In contrast to x-ray, radar offers cation marks and said substrate are made of materials having 

to be echoed. 
Another advantage is that symbols 

Of “l” Or a white Or empty square Or no mark (“off’) having distance, possibly at a range of a few hundred feet. Thus, the 

Of course, there are, as indicated above, many other two 25 

the symbol. some Popular examples of these symbols which processing data based on said echoes to produce an image 

processing the image to decbde the coded marks. 
2. A method as 

of the identification mark is received. 
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different radar reflection characteristics, and said radar ech- 
oes are detected based on radar reflection characteristics of 
the identification marks. 

6. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said marks 
comprise a two dimensional matrix symbol. 

7. A method for sensing two-dimensional identification 
marks provided on or within a substrate in such a manner 
that the marks can be differentiated from the substrate, said 
method comprising: 

area of the substrate in which the two dimensional 
identification marks are embedded; 

listening for radar echoes returned from the identification 
marks during a listening period occwring a predeter- 
mined time after transmission of said radar pulse, and, 
if no radar echoes are detected, sequentially transmit- 
ting further high risetime, short duration pulses; 

listening for radar echoes from each of said further pulses 
after further, different times for each of the further 
pulses after transmission of each of the further pulses 
until radar echoes are detected; and 

processing data based on the detected radar echoes to 
produce an image of said identification marks. 

14. A method as claimed in claim 13 wherein said marks 

15. An apparatus for identifying radar reflective or absorp- 
tive machine-readable passive identification marks provided 
in a predetermined coded pattern on a substrate, said appa- 

a micropower impulse radar imager means for transmit- 
ting radar pulses to a target area including the radar 
reflective or adsorptive identification marks on the 
substrate and for receiving radar energy returned from 
the target area including the marks; 
converter means for converting the returned radar 

energy into information signals; 
computer means for analyzing said information signals 

to decode the coded pattern and to thus determine the 
information contained in the identification marks; 
and 

display means for displaying said information in a 

16. An apparatus according to claim 15 wherein the radar 

5 

using micropower impulse radar to transmit a pulse to a lo 
focussed radar target area of the substrate provided 
with the two dimensional identification marb; 

detecting radar echoes from the said target area produced 
by radar reflection from said identification marks in 
response to said radar pulse and producing output data l5 comprise a two dimensional matrix symbol. 
based thereon; and 

produce an image of said identification marks. 
processing said output data based on said echoes to 

8. A method as claimed in claim 7 wherein said identifi- 2o ratus comprising: 
cation maks are embedded in the substrate, said radar pulse 
is transmitted into the substrate, and any echoes chat are 
returned within a time window beginning a predetermined 
time after transmission of said radar pulse are detected. 

radar pulses are transmitted into the substrate at different 
signal depths based on the timing of echo returns, until an 
echo return at a signal depth corresponding to the distance 
to the identification marks is received. 

fication marks and said substrate are of different densities 
and said radar echoes are detected based on the deisity of 
the identification marks. human-readable foxmat. 

11. A method as claimed in claim 7 wherein said identi- 
fication marks and said substrate are made of materials 35 imager means, converter means, computer means rand &s- 
having dzerent radar reflection characteristics, and said play means are housed in a single miniaturized housing. 
radar echoes are detected based on radar reflection charac- 17. An apparatus according to claim 16 wherein the 
teristics of the identification marks. computer means stores, in memory, the information signals 

12. A method as claimed in claim 7 wherein Said marks and decodes the stored information signals to produce a 
comprise a two dimensional matrix symbol. 

13. A method for sensing two-dimensional identification 18. An apparatus according to claim 17 wherein said 
marks embedded within a substrate below a surface Of the computer means converts said signal train into an ASCII 
substrate, said method comprising: string for display by said display means. 

9. A method as claimed in claim 8 wherein a series Of 25 

10. A method as claimed in claim 7 wherein said identi- 3o 

40 signal train representative of the identification marks. 

using micropower impulse radar to transmit a high 
risetime, short duration pulse to a focussed radar target * * * * *  


